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ABSTRACT2

Despite progress towards gender equality in the labor market over the past few decades,3
gender segregation in labor force composition and labor market outcomes persists. Evidence4
has shown that job advertisements may express gender preferences, which may selectively5
attract potential job candidates to apply for a given post and thus reinforce gendered labor force6
composition and outcomes. Removing gender-explicit words from job advertisements does not7
fully solve the problem as certain implicit traits are more closely associated with men, such as8
ambitiousness, while others are more closely associated with women, such as considerateness.9
However, it is not always possible to find neutral alternatives for these traits, making it hard to10
search for candidates with desired characteristics without entailing gender discrimination. Existing11
algorithms mainly focus on the detection of the presence of gender biases in job advertisements12
without providing a solution to how the text should be (re)worded. To address this problem, we13
propose an algorithm that evaluates gender bias in the input text and provides guidance on how14
the text should be debiased by offering alternative wording that is closely related to the original15
input. Our proposed method promises broad application in the human resources process, ranging16
from the development of job advertisements to algorithm-assisted screening of job applications.17
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1 INTRODUCTION

Despite progress towards gender equality at work in recent years, gender segregation in the composition19
of the labor force remains and clear gender differences in labor market outcomes persist (Bertrand,20
2020; England et al., 2020). The hiring process is a critical point in addressing gender inequality. It is21
well established that gender signaling in job advertising plays an important role in shaping the gender22
composition of the labor market and workforce across different industries and occupations. The difference in23
how a job post is perceived by male and female applicants1 may stem from different causes, including gender24
stereotypes (Glick and Fiske, 1996), differences in the everyday language of men and women (Pennebaker25
et al., 2003), and different linguistic styles (Carli, 1990; Lakoff, 1973). Whatever the underlying cause,26
gender-definite words and attribute words that seem gender-neutral are shown to contribute to signaling27
gender preference in job posts (Bem and Bem, 1973; Born and Taris, 2010). Job posts with gender28
preference are perceived differently by male and female applicants and can discourage potential applicants29
of the opposite gender from applying even if they are qualified.30

Bias detection and evaluation in job text are usually done by targeting specific words that are more31
commonly associated with a specific gender, e.g., ambitious is usually considered masculine and considerate32
is usually considered feminine even though both words can be used to describe people of any gender.33
Studies such as Gaucher et al. (2011) and Tang et al. (2017) evaluate gender bias by counting target words34
and computing accumulated weight for words that are classified into feminine and masculine categories.35
Another approach to bias evaluation relies on a family of natural language processing (NLP) techniques36
called word embeddings such as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), etc. A37
word embedding model encodes each word in its dictionary into a real vector in high-dimensional space.38
It is shown that word embeddings are also able to encode information to denote “gender direction” in39
vectors. For instance, the vector of he− she points to a similar direction as the vector father −mother.40
Thus, cosine similarity can be used to test if a word is biased towards a certain direction of gender (i.e.,41
masculine/feminine) (Caliskan et al., 2017; Garg et al., 2018; Kwak et al., 2021).42

Bias mitigation in NLP models has received considerable attention (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,43
2018; Dev and Phillips, 2019; Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019; Wang et al., 2020). However, the definition44
of gender-neutral words in the NLP community includes all words that do not explicitly refer to a certain45
gender. The goal of this research lies in removing gender stereotypes in gender-neutral words perceived46
by machine learning models and decoupling gender information from semantic information to avoid the47
incorrect association of attributes to gender due to the presence of gender stereotypes in the training corpus.48
This procedure allows the models to make predictions free of gender stereotypes. This is different from49
bias mitigation in the text which requires the model to actively recognize gender bias in words and redesign50
the wording to reduce the bias perceived by humans.51

To the best of our knowledge, there is no off-the-shelf algorithm that can detect and mitigate bias in52
an input text. The approach closest to our interest may be paraphrase generation where the algorithm53
is designed to paraphrase a piece of text, usually a sentence, by imposing constraints that include and54
exclude certain words (Swanson et al., 2014; Hokamp and Liu, 2017; Miao et al., 2019). However, existing55
algorithms do not scale well with the size of the vocabulary constraint and are not able to deal with soft56
constraints such as using n out of m words in a given list.57

1 Whilst acknowledging gender as a non-binary construct, we operationalize gender as a dichotomized measure to refer to men and women for methodological
and technical purposes in this paper.
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To remedy the above important gaps in existing research, we develop an algorithm that can provide58
guidance in word composition to express low gender bias. Since certain words in job posting are hard to59
replace even though they are biased towards a certain gender, when changing the word composition, it60
is important for the debiased composition to replace as few words as possible. To achieve this goal, we61
develop a novel method that models both gender bias in words and their word frequencies, and samples a62
word composition that reduces biases while making few changes to the original wording.63

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, a more detailed background on bias in the job market64
and bias evaluation is included in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we describe the implementation details65
of our algorithm. The algorithm is applied to a real job text dataset and results are presented in Section 4.66
Finally, we turn to the discussion in Section 5.67

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Gender bias in job advertisement68

Gender inequality in the labor market is longstanding and well-documented. Although there has been a69
long-term increase in women’s labor force participation over the past few decades, research shows persistent70
gender segregation across many occupations and industries. Women continue to be underrepresented in71
senior and managerial positions (Sohrab et al., 2012), are less likely to be promoted and are perceived as72
less committed to professional careers (Wallace, 2008) and as less suitable to perform tasks in the fields73
that have been historically male-dominated (Hatmaker, 2013). The hiring process is a significant social74
encounter, in which employers search for the most ‘suitable’ candidate to fill the position (Rivera, 2020;75
Kang et al., 2016). Research demonstrates that ‘suitability’ is often defined categorically, is not neutral to76
bias, and is gendered (McCall, 2005). The wording of job advertisements, in particular, may play a role77
in generating such gender inequality. For instance, Bem and Bem (1973) and Kuhn et al. (2020) show78
that job advertisements with explicitly gendered words discourage potential applicants of the opposite79
gender from applying, even when they are qualified to do so, which in turn reinforces the imbalance. More80
recent studies (Born and Taris, 2010; Askehave and Zethsen, 2014) have shown that words describing81
gendered traits and behaviors may also entail gendered responses from potential job applicants. Female82
students are substantially more attracted to advertisements that contain feminine traits than masculine traits83
(Born and Taris, 2010). Traits favored in leadership roles are predominately considered to be male-biased,84
correlating with the gender imbalance in top-management positions (Askehave and Zethsen, 2014). It has85
been shown that such bias co-exists with the salary gap where, on average, job posts that favor masculine86
traits offer higher salaries compared with job posts that favor feminine traits (Arceo-Gómez et al., 2020).87
Research also shows that using gender-neutral terms (e.g., police officer) or masculine/feminine pairs88
(e.g., policeman/policewoman) can help reduce gender barrier and attract both male and female applicants89
(Horvath and Sczesny, 2016; Sczesny et al., 2016; Bem and Bem, 1973).90

2.2 Bias evaluation at the text level91

Many studies can be found that collect and identify masculine and feminine words as a measure of92
gendered wording (Bem and Bem, 1973; Bem, 1981; Gaucher et al., 2011). These word lists are consistent93
with previous research that examined gender differences in language use (Newman et al., 2008). Given94
the list of gender-coded words, text-level bias can be quantified by measuring the occurrences of each95
word in the list. Gaucher et al. (2011) calculated the percentage of masculine and feminine words in the96
text to produce two separate scores, for male and female biases respectively, to reveal the fact that job97
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advertisements in male-dominated industries and female-dominated industries exhibit different score pairs.98
Tang et al. (2017) presents a slightly different approach where they assign weights to each gendered word99
by their level of gender implications that accumulate over the whole text, with the effects of masculine100
words and feminine words offsetting each other Tang et al. (2017).101

Another technique of bias evaluation relies on the use of word embeddings. Using this technique, we can102
evaluate the level of bias owing to the fact that gender stereotype bias can be passed on from corpus to103
the embedding model through training (Bolukbasi et al., 2016). The Word Embedding Association Test104
(WEAT), proposed by Caliskan et al. (2017), is an analogue to the Implicit Association Test (IAT) used in105
Psychology studies. The purpose of WEAT is to test and quantify that two groups of target words, e.g.,106
male-dominated professions vs. female-dominate professions, are indeed biased towards two groups of107
attribute words, e.g., {he}, {she}. A similar strategy is developed in Garg et al. (2018) called Relative108
Norm Distance (RND) which tests a single group of target words against two groups of attribute words,109
though the idea is much the same as WEAT. The bias of each word is evaluated by computing the difference110
in norm distance between the word from a masculine word group and a feminine word group. This approach111
can be easily extended to the text level by averaging the bias score of each word in text (Kwak et al., 2021)112
or taking the average of word vectors prior to bias evaluation.113

3 METHODOLOGY

Using gender-indefinite words alone does not remove gender signaling completely, since agentic attributes114
(e.g., active and adventurous), are usually considered to be masculine, and communal attributes (e.g.,115
considerate and sympathetic), are often considered feminine. These attributes may be favored for certain116
job positions and it may not always be possible to find neutral alternatives to replace them. Thus it is117
more reasonable for the writer to keep these words while using words in the opposite gender to achieve118
inclusivity of both female and male applicants. Therefore, our methodology of mitigating bias in text119
involves the following steps:120

1.Build an evaluation model of gender bias in words and texts;121
2.Model probability distribution for the word occurrence of each group;122
3.Provide guidance on how many words from each group should be used to mitigate bias.123

3.1 Quantifying gender bias by words124

To measure gender bias in job advertisements, we use a list of words that contain gendered psychological125
cues that may signal the employer’s gender preferences for job candidates. Our word list builds on126
established inventories, i.e., Bem (1981) and Gaucher et al. (2011) inventories, which contain words that127
are well-established in the literature to signal implicit gender bias. Our word list also includes a further128
set of cues identified from job advertisements using expert coding that have not been included in the Bem129
and Gaucher inventories. For a full list of words used in our analysis and detailed information on the130
latter list, please see Konnikov et al. (2021). Moreover, we assume that every word in the masculine and131
feminine groups has a different level of signaling, so the words are sub-grouped further, in this case into132
two subgroups for computational simplicity, where each group of words is split into strongly or weakly133
masculine (or feminine) sets. In our setup, we used the GloVe Pennington et al. (2014) word embedding to134
achieve the split.135

We assume that the overall bias expressed from a piece of text is equal to the sum of the bias expressed136
from each word, and more importantly, the effect of masculine words can be canceled out by the usage137
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of feminine words in suitable proportions. Let Yi denote the bias score of the i-th job text and Xi =138
(Xi,sm, Xi,wm, Xi,sf, Xi,wf) denote the number of occurrences of each word in the i-th job text aggregated139
according to the word groups, i.e., Xi,sf denote the total number of strongly feminine words appearing in140
the i-th job text. Let β0,β denote the model parameter, then141

Yi = β0 + β>Xi.

3.2 Gender bias score at the text level142

To collect the data for response Yi in a comprehensive manner, we combine two different metrics to143
measure the bias at the text level. The first approach is based on the method proposed by Gaucher et al.144
(2011), which measures the bias purely through word counts and produces a score in {−1, 0, 1} for145
feminine, neutral and masculine respectively. Since a discrete bias score is not adequate for capturing the146
degree of bias in texts, we adopted a word counting approach but modified the metric to give a continuous147
output in [−1, 1]. The score is computed as follows. The sign of the score is determined as in Gaucher et al.148
(2011) where a negative value represents feminine bias and a positive value represents masculine bias. The149
magnitude of the score is computed using the following equation:150

|S1| = max

{
Xmas −Xfem

Xmas
,
Xfem −Xmas

Xfem

}
, (1)

in which case when Xmas = Xfem the measure will output 0.151

However, this measure does not consider potential differences in the levels of bias exhibited by different152
words. Thus, we consider a second bias metric similar to the Relative Norm Distance (RND) (Garg et al.,153
2018) or the Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT) (Caliskan et al., 2017). Since we need a text-level154
score, we average the word vectors from the same text to produce a text vector and compute its cosine155
distance to each of the masculine and feminine words in our word list. The difference in average cosine156
distance is our second score:157

S2 =
1

M
∑
w∈M

VT · Vw
||VT || · ||Vw||

− 1

F
∑
w∈F

VT · Vw
||VT || · ||Vw||

, VT =
1

|T |
∑
w∈T

Vw, (2)

where T denotes the text with its cardinality |T | defined as the number of words in T , Vw denote the word158
vector of word w, andM, F denotes the set of masculine and feminine words, respectively. The scores S1159
and S2 are combined through a linear combination with coefficient λ to produce the final bias score for160
every text.161

3.3 Bias compensation162

The combined scores can be used to estimate the model parameters
(
β̂0, β̂

)
through linear regression.163

With the model parameters
(
β̂0, β̂

)
estimated, the goal is to minimize the overall bias by adjusting the164

frequency of different word types xi. In theory, eliminating the use of gender-biased words may eliminate165
the bias completely. However, this is usually not possible since it can be hard to find neutral replacements166
for every word. Thus, we would like to seek a minimal adjustment to the word counts while reducing167
the bias. We would need to statistically model the word counts so that the debiased word count is highly168
correlated with the original word counts while satisfying some constraint (of zero bias) at the same time.169
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Algorithm 1: Text-bias evaluation
Input: List of masculine-coded wordsM; List of feminine-coded words F ;
Word embedding V ;
Text T to be evaluated;
Combination coefficient λ;

1 Count the number of masculine and feminine words in T and get Xm, Xf ;

2 Compute score S1=sign(Xm-Xf )max
{
Xm−Xf
Xm

, Xf−Xm
Xf

}
;

3 Compute text vector VT = 1
|T |
∑

w∈T Vw;
4 Initialize Sm = 0;
5 Initialize Sf = 0;
6 foreach Masculine word w in Masculine list do
7

Sm +=
VT · Vw

||VT || · ||Vw||
8 end
9 foreach Feminine word w in Feminine list do

10

Sf +=
VT · Vw

||VT || · ||Vw||
11 end
12 Compute S2 = 1

MSm + 1
FSf ;

Output: Combined score Sλ = S1 + λS2

Although word counts are always integers, due to the complexity of solving probabilistic integer170
programming problems, we instead consider the continuous version with a deterministic objective:171

β̂0 + β̂>Xi = 0. (3)

whereXi is allowed to be a real vector which we can later round to an integer vector after debiasing.172

With respect to the constraint above, the distribution of Xi should also be modeled in order for the173
adjusted word counts to be as close to the original as possible. In this case, we consider the Gamma174
distribution as a continuous substitute for Poisson distribution. We assume that each job text is an instance175
of its own text distribution and thus every word count is from the same distribution but with distinct176
parameters, even for word counts of the same group. Therefore, rather than finding a common posterior177
distribution for the word count for each group, we would like to parameterize each distribution separately.178
To avoid over-complication, we leave 1 degree of freedom for each word count distribution to adjust its179
mean while using a common rate parameter for each group. LetXi = (Xi,sm, Xi,wm, Xi,sf, Xi,wf) and for180
each word group g ∈ G := {sm,wm, sf,wf}, Xi,g ∼ Γ(αi,g, ψg) with the density function given by181

fi,g(x) =
ψ
αi,g
g

Γ(αi,g)
xαi,g−1 exp(−ψgx), αi,g := X̃i,gψg, (4)

where ψg is the fitted rate parameter using the collected word counts for each word group g separately and182
the mean of the distribution is chosen as the unadjusted word count X̃i,g for group g in text i. Now we have183
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the following constrained distribution for job post i:184

fi(Xi) =
∏
g∈G

fi,g(Xi,g;αi,g, ψg) w.r.t. β̂>Xi = −β̂0. (5)

Finally, we can sample the unknown debiased word counts by simulating from the above distribution to185
give a natural choice of wording that also reduces the bias.186

3.3.1 Constrained density fusion187

Let d = |G| denote the number of different word types. Recall that our target is to sample from the188
constrained product density function189

f(X) ∝
∏
g∈G

f(Xg;αg) w.r.t. β̂>X = −β̂0, (6)

whereX = (Xsm, Xwm, Xsf, Xwf).190

Recently, the Monte Carlo Fusion algorithm (Dai et al., 2019) has been proposed to draw samples from191
product distributions similar to what we have in (6) but without the constraint. Although the method cannot192
be directly applied, we note that the proposal of the algorithm is Gaussian in the target random variable.193
Since the constraint is linear, we can leverage the fact that a linearly constrained Gaussian distribution is194
still Gaussian to adapt the algorithm to our problem. Consider the following proposal distribution h(X,Y ):195

h(X,Y ) ∝
d∏
j=1

f(Xj ;αj)× ηβ̂(X)×
N (Y ;X, T Id)1{β̂>Y =−β̂0}

ηβ̂(X)
×Q, (7)

where196

Q = EW [Φ(W )] , Φ(W ) = exp

− d∑
j=1

∫ T

0
φi(W

(i)
s )ds

 , (8)

is the expectation over the measure of Brownian bridgesW of length T connectingX and Y . Using ′ to197
denote the derivative symbol, the definition of φi is given by198

φi(x) =
1

2

[
A′i(x)2 + A′′i (x)

]
− li, Ai(x) := log fi(x), (9)

with li > −∞ being a lower bound of φi. Finally

ηβ̂(X) = exp

[
− 1

2TB

(
β̂0 + β̂>X

)2]
, B =

∣∣∣∣∣∣β̂∣∣∣∣∣∣2 .
Here the proposal distribution simulates a biased multidimensional Brownian bridge with the starting point199

following the joint product distribution
∏d
j=1 f(Xj ;αj), which is the unconstrained target distribution, and200

its dimensions coalesce at time T , i.e., coordinates in each dimension at time T are the same. The simulation201
of coalescence is controlled by N (Y ;X, T Id)1{β̂>Y =−β̂0} which is normalized by the ηβ̂(X). Finally,202

the correction Q is applied so that the marginal distribution of Y follows the target distribution. As Q203
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cannot be directly evaluated, an event with probability Q is usually simulated to implement the correction.204
In this paper, we introduce an approximated approach to compute Q in the next subsection.205

According to Dai et al. (2019), the marginal distribution of Y from equation (7) without the constraint206
follows the unconstrained target distribution (6). Note that the distribution in (7) has a dependency structure207
of three components, X , Y |X and the diffusion bridge given X and Y . Since the constraint only208
restricts the endpoints Y , and the correction coefficient Q does not depend on the distribution of Y ,209
the unconstrained result can also be applied to our constrained case given that the constrained endpoint210
distribution can be defined. Clearly, with a linear constraint, we can find a natural definition for the211
constrained distribution of the endpoints Y .212

Since ηβ̂ cancels the residue function dependent onX from the integral ofN (Y ;X, T Id)1{β̂>Y =−β̂0}213

with respect to Y over the constraint, sampling from the proposal density (7) can be done through the214
following steps:215

1.Sample Xj ∼ f(Xj ;αj), j = 1, . . . , d;216

2.Sample Y ∼ N (X, T Id)1{β̂>Y =−β̂0};217

3.First rejection step with probability ηβ̂(X) ≤ 1;218

4.Second rejection step with probability Q.219

The last step can be done by simulating the event with probability equal to a one-sample estimate of Q220
(Dai et al., 2019; Dai, 2017; Beskos et al., 2006, 2008) and then accepting the sample with probability221
ηβ̂(X) ≤ 1.222

3.3.2 Estimate importance weight223

Recall that computing a one-point MC estimator of Q involves calculating an integral of stochastic224
process, which is generally intractable. Although it is possible to simulate an event of probability Φ(W ),225
the rejection step could make the sampling inefficient. Instead, we may further estimate Φ(W ) by226
constructing an unbiased estimator (Beskos et al., 2006; Fearnhead et al., 2008):227

Φ̂ =
d∏
i=1

e(λi−ci)Tλκii
κi∏
j=1

[
ci − φi

(
W

(i)
si,j

)] , (10)

where λi, ci > 0 are parameters to be chosen and κi ∼ Poi(λiT ), si,j ∼ U [0, T ]. Here ci and λi are usually228
chosen as the upper-bound for the function φi(x) and the upper-bound for ci − φi(x) respectively, i.e.,229
λi = ci − infx φi(x). Although the functions φi do not usually have a finite upper bound, it is possible to230
sample a compact interval for which the Brownian bridge W (i) lives in and then compute the upper-bound231
for φi. For the full implementation detail, please refer to Fearnhead et al. (2008).232

By estimating the rejection probability, the rejection sampling can be turned into an importance sampling233
approach as presented in Algorithm 2. The shape parameters ψg in the algorithm are assumed to be known.234
In practice, we can estimate a shape parameter for each word group by fitting a Gamma distribution to the235
existing data. After simulating enough weighted samples, one can use the estimated mean as the debiased236
result. The rounded figure suggests how many words of each group should be included in the paraphrased237
text.238
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Algorithm 2: Bias reduction on word counts

Input: Word Counts X̃sm, X̃wm, X̃sf, X̃wf;
Bias weights β̂ = (βsm, βwm, βsf, βwf);
Intercept β̂0;
Gamma rate parameter ψg for each word group, estimated from the dataset;
Number of samples N ; Tuning parameter T ;

1 foreach word group g in G do
2 Compute gamma shape parameter αg = X̃gψg;
3 end
4 for i = 1,. . . , N do
5 foreach word group g in G do
6 Sample Xi,g ∼ Γ(αg, ψg);
7 end
8 Simulate Yi ∼ N (Xi, T Id)1{β̂>Yi=−β̂0};
9 Compute normalizing constant ηβ̂(Xi);

10 Compute Poisson estimate Φ̂i of Qi using (10);
11 Importance weight wi = ηβ̂(Xi) ∗ Φ̂i;
12 end
13 Ȳ =

∑N
i=1wiYi;

Output: Empirical mean Ȳ rounded to the nearest integer;

4 APPLICATION

In this section, we test the evaluation and debiasing strategy and algorithms on a real job post dataset that239
consists of 100,000 data points collected from Reed.co.uk. The raw dataset contains job post information240
including job title, job sector, job description, job location, full time or part time job, and salary. Although241
job titles can be biased towards a certain gender, such gendered words have always appeared as part of a242
pair in the job titles in our dataset, e.g., postman/postwoman. Since the other fields are not the primary243
interest of this paper, we focused only on the job description data containing the main advertisement text.244

The job texts are parsed from HTML to plain text and further processed to remove symbols. Then, the245
word counts are conducted by counting the total number of words in an advertisement and counting the246
occurrences of every word in our word list (see Konnikov et al. (2021) for a full list of words). Some247
entries in the word list are root words, e.g., aggress*, in which case any variant that matches this root, e.g.,248
aggressive and aggression, shares the same counter. Sometimes regex can match words that are misspelled,249
which should not be counted. In this case, we filter out these words by checking if they are contained in a250
dictionary. We used WordNet in our implementation.251

In the end, the word counts are aggregated according to their word groups, {strongly, weakly} ×252
{masculine, feminine}. The split is achieved using the GloVe word embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) by253
ranking the cosine similarity between each word and the gender direction he− she.254

4.1 Bias score255

The text-level bias score is evaluated by combining two distinct measures based on word counts (Gaucher256
et al., 2011) and word embeddings (Garg et al., 2018), respectively, as described in Algorithm 1. Let Sλ257
denote the combined score using coefficient λ, in this case λ = 2 which gives the best regression outcome.258
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Table 1. Estimated weight for each word group.

Estimate Std. Error t value

Intercept −0.1439 *** 0.0035 −40.78

Strong masculine 0.1580 *** 0.0008 199.42

Weak masculine 0.0073 *** 0.0004 16.39

Strong feminine −0.1824 *** 0.0016 −115.45

Weak feminine −0.1440 *** 0.0008 −175.35

R2 0.465

*** p < 0.001

We formulate and solve the linear regression problem259

Si,λ = β0 + βsmX̃i,sm + βwmX̃i,wm + βsfX̃i,sf + βwfX̃i,wf + εi,

where εi is i.i.d. Gaussian noise and X̃i,g is the word count for word group g in the i-th text. The fitted260
parameters are shown in Table 1. We can see from the R2 that the regression model fits the estimated bias261
score reasonably well given the relatively simple and crude split of word groups. Let Sβ denote the bias262
score estimated using the model parameters. Our fitted bias evaluation Sβ is consistent with the combined263
bias score Sλ with a high Pearson’s correlation, cor(Sλ, Sβ) = 0.68.264

The direction of bias in the bias score is recovered with positive towards masculine and negative towards265
feminine. In addition, the regression parameter validates the strong/weak split as the strong groups have266
coefficients with a larger magnitude than the weak groups. Overall, we can see that masculine words are267
assigned smaller weights, which can be caused by the wider usage of masculine words in the job text,268
similarly for the intercept which is negative.269

4.2 Debiasing270

With the bias weights β̂ and intercept β̂0 estimated, we progress to sample the debiased word counts to271
reduce overall bias while keeping the relevant word counts close to the original version. For each word272
group, we fit a Gamma distribution to the 100,000 data points to get the corresponding rate parameter,273
(ψsm, ψwm, ψsf, ψwf) = (0.362, 0.258, 0.353, 0.350). Then we assume that the word count of group g in the274
i-th text Xi,g, g ∈ G is a random variable that follows a Gamma distribution, Xi,g ∼ Γ(X̃i,gψg, ψg). Let275
f(Xi,g) given by (4) denote its density function. To debias each job text, we consider sampling from the276
following constrained product distribution:277

f(Xi) =
∏
g∈G

f(Xi,g) w.r.t β̂>Xi = −β̂0.

The simulation is done by following Algorithm 2, and Figure 1 shows a comparison of bias score278
distribution before and after applying our bias mitigation approach. Before debiasing, the majority of job279
advertisements have bias scores between −2.0 and 2.0. After the bias mitigation, the bias score distribution280
is reduced to between −0.25 and 0.25 as shown in Figure 1 (b), with a high concentration around 0.281
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Figure 1. Histogram of bias score distribution (A) before and (B) after debiasing algorithm is applied.
Both scores are measured using the fitted metric in Section 4.1.

The individual improvements are plotted in Figure 2a and 2b. The bias improvement is computed by282
taking the difference between the unsigned (absolute value) bias score before debiasing and the unsigned283
bias score after debiasing. To avoid overcrowding the scatter plot, both Figure 2a and 2b contain 3000284
randomly sampled data points from the output. In Figure 2a, the bias improvement is strongly linear with285
the unsigned bias before debiasing and the linear relation has a slope close to 1. More importantly, the286
majority of points (over 90%) have positive improvements while the points with negative improvements287
have a very small unsigned bias score (< 0.23) in the first place. In practice, the debiasing process of these288
points can be omitted since their original level of gender bias is close to 0.289

Therefore, we only use the points with positive improvements in Figure 2b, where the percentage290
improvement is plotted against the unsigned bias score before debiasing. Overall, 67.7% of the points have291
percentage improvements greater than 75%, and the percentage increases to 99.9% for those with unsigned292
bias score greater than 0.75. From Table 2 we can see that the mean improvement gets better when we filter293
out texts with a lower magnitude of bias. For texts with a bias score of > 0.75, the mean improvement294
percentage is 93.89% while the mean bias score after debiasing is 0.0677, which is very close to the mean295
debiased score across all data points 0.0628.296

5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we build a bias evaluation algorithm by grouping masculine and feminine words into strong297
and weak groups and assigning weights to each group to be used in the debiasing stage. We also introduce298
a debiasing strategy and algorithm by modeling the frequencies of each word group and sampling the word299
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Figure 2. (A) Raw improvement and (B) percentage improvement plotted against the unsigned bias score
before debiasing. In the percentage plot, only positive improvements are plotted since the points with
negative improvement were already close to no bias and thus not relevant to the context.

Table 2. Mean unsigned bias before and after debiasing with mean improvement and percentage
improvement for different groups of data.

Statistics Among those with

all data improv. > 0 bias > 0.23 bias > 0.75

mean |before| 0.4149 0.4536 0.6269 1.2362
mean |after| 0.0628 0.0588 0.0647 0.0677
mean improv. 0.3521 0.3948 0.5623 1.1685
mean % improv. 32.77% 75.92% 86.08% 93.89%

composition with less bias in our evaluation framework. We have shown that our bias weight is consistent300
with the grouping and that the debiasing algorithm is effective when dealing with texts of high bias scores.301
Although our test is based on reducing gender bias, our algorithm can also be applied in situations where302
the employer in a male-dominated industry may want to attract more female applicants by including more303
feminine words. This can be achieved by changing the constraint of zero bias to negative bias. In addition,304
although we used gender as a binary construct for illustrative purposes in this paper, our proposed algorithm305
can be extended to deal with multiple (linear) constraints. If the degree of bias towards and against a certain306
category can be measured, then our algorithms can reduce bias in that category axis by just imposing a307
constraint on the sampling algorithm.308
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Our algorithms also have a few limitations. First, we distinguish strong and weak words by computing309
the cosine similarity with the gender direction. This step may be refined by using human labeling and310
crowd-sourcing. It may also be attractive to weigh and model every word separately. However, this may311
incur high computational costs in the debiasing stage and would also require a larger corpus since not312
all target words appear in our dataset. Another limitation of our algorithm lies in its linear assumptions,313
as the sampling algorithm requires the model constraints to be linear. Thus, the feasibility of non-linear314
extensions to bias measurement may be limited. Finally, we are only able to suggest the word composition315
at the summary level since there is currently no suitable algorithm to expand our output back into a full text.316
Coordinated paraphrasing that controls the inclusion and exclusion of words in each sentence to achieve317
low bias may be possible, but it is overly complicated at the present stage, which should be a potential318
direction for future work.319
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